IM-16C
EFFICIENT DESKTOP
LETTER OPENER
Quickly moving your mail to where
it needs to be

IM-16C
INCOMING MAIL PROCESSING MADE EASY
Is your company operating with limited resources and a need to
increase efficiencies? Turn to the Neopost IM-16C Letter Opener
and maximize office productivity by distributing incoming
mail faster throughout your organization. Whether processing
cheques, orders, remittance pieces or any incoming mail, the
IM-16C opens various envelope types, saves time, leaves no
waste and protects valuable contents.

maximize productivity

The Neopost IM-16C letter opener
can operate at speeds of up to 300
envelopes per minute, so opened
mail is delivered faster. Easy-to use
and extremely reliable, it can handle mixed mail without pre-sorting,
and opens a wide range of envelope sizes. Its efficiency gives your
staff extra time to concentrate on
more important daily activities.

Save valuable time

There are many advantages to getting the right mail to the right desk
earlier. With the IM-16C, cash flow
is improved as incoming payments
get processed quicker. At the same
time, orders are processed immediately to help improve customer
satisfaction and enhance your
business image.

Protect valuable contents

While conventional letter openers
can easily damage contents, the
Neopost IM-16C uses an innovative method to neatly slit one side
of the envelope, leaving no sharp
edges. This means the contents are
left undamaged and ensures safe
handling. And its unique antijamming ability easily handles paperclips
and staples.

PERFECT DESKTOP SOLUTION

With its innovative letter opening
method, the IM-16C eliminates
waste, leaving no messy scraps. Its
compact size provides for perfect
placement even when desk space
is limited and also makes it easy to
move and store.

EASY TO USE
PROTECTS VALUABLE CONTENTS FROM DAMAGE
BEST-IN-CLASS VERSATILITY
BUILT-IN MAIL COUNTER
specifications
SPEED
IM-16C with counter
Tracks incoming mail quantities

ENVELOPE SIZE
Minimum
Maximum

THICKNESS

Why choose Neopost?
Neopost is a world leader in mailing and logistics solutions. Our innovative
products and services bring simplicity and efficiency to your complete mailing
process, making your business run more effectively. Neopost brilliant basics
benefits provide excellence in all our offers, from products to support and
services. They bring you the best in operational efficiency, mail quality, security,
budget optimization and online management. In a recent survey, 90% of our
customers in Canada said they would recommend us to an associate.*
*2010 InfoQuest survey.

neopost.ca

Up to 300 letters per minute

NEOPOST CANADA
150 Steelcase Rd. W.
Markham, ON L3R 3J9
Tel: 905-475-3722
Fax: 905-475-7699
Toll free: 1-800-661-0200

Maximum

Dimensions
Height
Depth
Width
Weight

90 x 140mm (3.5" x 5.5")
260 x 330mm (10.5" x 13")
4mm
230mm (9")
388mm (15.5")
825mm (33") (inc. catch tray)
7kg (15 lbs) (without catch tray)

Powers down after envelope processing
Stops on jam
Being ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001 certified, Neopost
will serve you in accordance with the highest process, quality,
safety and environmental standards.
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